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FROM THE 1970s TO THE 1980s:
AND PRIVATE RESPONSES -- SOCIAL ISSUES

PROBLE~S

Through its _operations and investments,

its public le_ader-

ship, and its civic and philanthropic contributions every business has an evident self-interest in promoting social stability
and progress.

And the insurance industry has a particular con-

cern, considering the nature of its business, its pervasiveness
in the American society and the scope of its investments affecting every community.
The Issues
This paper briefly summarizes a set of r e lated dome stic
problems that jeopardize social stability and progress in the
1980s.
Some of these represent those structural issues that drew
the special attention of the life and health insurance business
almost 15 years ago when it began consideri ng establishment of an
urban investment program in res ponse to the social concerns o f
the time.

These issues have persisted throu g h the 1970s and will

continue into the 1980s.
Still others comprise a series of social and economic problems that emerged in the 1970s and that afflict the entire economy impe d ing our ability to cope with the first set .
Government is now compelled to retrench in its commitments
to finding solutions to the underlying problems in order to
r e s o l v e some of the over-arching problems.

This genera tes new

expectations and pressures upon the pri v ate s e ctor.

- 2 Three Questions
With respect to each issue, we face three kinds of questions:
•

What can individual companies contribute toward solving a
problem through their own business operations and investments?

•

What can groups of businesses or the business sector as a
whole contribute toward solving a problem through civic
or philanthropic contributions?

•

What leadership, if any, can and should priv ate business
exert in helping to define new,

~ore

realistic solutions

to these problems?

THE HARD-TO-EMPLOY AND MINORITY UNEMPLOYMENT
THE PROBLEM
The most intractable social problem of the 1960s and 1970s
that is likely to persist through the 1980s is continuing hardcore unemployment among inner-city youth.
group,

heavily minority,

Joblessness in this

has persisted through the rise and fall

of the business cycle and continually increased through the
1970s.

It presently stands in excess of 30 percent.

The pros-

pect for the 1980s is dimmed by the fact that in the 1970s the
black teenage population increased at an annual rate of 4.3 percent compared to 2. 3 percent for white youths and 1. 7 percent for

-
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It sh::>uld be recognized also that the Hispanic teen-

all adults.

age population increased. by 5 percent annually.
Despite the unusual economic difficulties of the past decade,

the economy has managed to absorb an extraordinary growth

in the labor force resulting from the coming of age of the postWorld War II baby boom and the increasing participation of women
(now over 50 percent) .

Yet many minority youth have remained

outside this process of absorption.
or rural areas,

Whether in cities, suburbs

the employment/population ratio for white teen-

agers consistently has been twice that of black teenagers .
This has contributed to unrest in many cities, alienation of
many young blacks and other minority youths from our traditional
institutions, high rates of youth crime and violence, a chronic
drain on public resources and a tragic waste of human talent.
THE RESPONSE
Since the mid- 1960s , government--frequently in close cooperation with business-- attempted to respond to this problem with
education ,

training, employment. and "anti-poverty" programs that ,

with some notable exceptions ,

failed to move an increased propor-

tion of minority youths into permanent, private jobs .
In recen t years,

the need to link these government programs

more directly to the private job market prompted passage in 1978
of the Pr ivate Sector Initiative Program creating Private Industry Councils in each of the nation's major labor markets .

Their

purpose was to directly join private employer needs with public

l

training in order to place more disadvantaged youth in private
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Disappointment with government employment programs, in

jobs .

general, has resulted in an uneven response from the private
sector and a consequent unevenness in program results.

Impending

federal withdrawal from job training, as evidenced by a $2.3 billion cut in CETA in fiscal year 1982, is giving rise to concerns
in the business community that minority unemployment may rise
still further in the 1980s, particularly as modernization in many
sectors eliminates low-skilled jobs during the decade.

The an-

ticipated debate in the Congress in 1982, when the entire CETA
program comes up for reauthorization,

takes on particular signif-

icance for business especially as it relates to the Private Sector Initiative Program.
Private responses, based on past experience, could take
sever al forms:
Investment and Operations
•

Individual companies have attempted to help meet the
problems in the past through a wide variety of appreaches: affirmative recruitment of minorities, special
training programs within the company, placement of procurement anj sub-contracts with minority firms,

invest-

ment in new enterprises with heavy minority participation.
Civic and Philanthropic
•

Individual companies and companies acting in groups have
offered special education and training and job placement

\

(

-
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programs sometimes operating through a not-for-profit
intermediary.

Minority firms have been assisted through

similar approaches.
•

Companies have also often lent their executive talent to
administer and teach in such programs.

Leadership
•

Several private business organizations such as National
Alliance of Business, Committee for Economic Development,
etc. have attempted in the past to define what business
can and might be prepared to do and to assist in carrying
out these tasks.

In light of the present situation,

sh:Juld b usiness take the lead in advocating a new approach to thi.s chronic problem?

This may call for far

different forms of cooperation with government than in
the past.

INCREASING CONCENTRATION OF POVERTY IN CITIES
THE PROBLEM
The contributions made by minority joblessness to social unrest has bee n abetted by the increasing concentration of the poor
and unemployed in certain inner-city areas.
half of the 1970 s,

During the first

the absolute concentration of poverty within

central urban areas increased by 35 percent even while the total
population in such areas declined.
'

\

By 1976, about 56 percent of

the popoulation (and 64 percent of the poor) in these areas was
black.

During the same period,

the

nu~ber

of rural poor families

-

)

declined by 7 percent.
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While the number of non-metropolitan fam-

ilies earning more than $15,000 increased by 5 percent,

the num-

be r of central city families earning the same amoun t dec lined by
7 percent .

In the mid-1970s,

the aggregate personal income of

those who moved out of the cities was just under twice that of
those whJ moved in .

This led to a number of closely related

problems in many cities:
•

The nearby work force available to firms in central
cities became less and less skilled ,

thereby stimulating

the exodus of more employers;
•

Existing e mployees in these firms felt increasingly isolated from the immediate neighborhood in which they
worked creating additional pressures on firms to relocate;

•

This aggravated decline s in the tax and economic base s o f
the cities invol v ed, placing their fiscal health in
jeopardy; and

•

This in turn jeopardized returns on past and present
investments of many companies in these same cities.

THE RESPONSES
From the late 1940s through the 1970s, government attempted
to respo nd to the structural changes occurring in the o lder central cities through a wide variety of urban rede v el opment, housing and economic development programs .
areas,

For many central city

the urban renewal programs o f the 1950s and early 1960s

were comparatively successful as economic development programs,

- 7 but they failed to help solve low-income rousing and employment
problems.

The more socially-oriented "anti-poverty" programs of

the 1960s succeeded in raising the political consciousness· of
low-income neighborh:::>ods, but failed to achieve economic development or to significantly increase permanent employment.
ognition of these failures,

In rec-

efforts began in the last few years

to promote the linkage of economic development projects with jobs
targeted to unemployed local minorities.
velopment Action Grant Program,
variety of related measures,

Through the Urban De-

targeted job tax credits, and a

the insurance business has been a

leading financial participant in these efforts.
The new Administration, believing that natural adjustments
will occur in cities in response to structural change, intends to
de-emphasize place-oriented federal interventions.
Investment and Operations
•

·T he insurance business has consistently provided a major
phase of the private capital required for urban development and redevelopment, most recently in cooperation with
the UDAG program.

•

A significant number of companies have invested in community reinvestment projects in inner-city neighborhoods,
some contributing to mortgage pools.

•

An additional number have played a direct role in stimulating central city corrunercial and residential renewal in
their h:::>me cities.

- 8 -
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Civic and Philanthropic
•

A number of companies have contributed funds to help
found community development organizations.

•

Several have contributed both funds and executive talent
to help improve the operations of local development agencies .

Leadership
With federal disavowal of a leadership role in de aling with
place-related economic and social adjustments, many companies
must be concerned not only with the integrity of their past and
present investments in these cities, but also with the well-being
of their operations and employees in these same cities.
Given this self-interest, should the business, perhaps in
combination with other businesses, attempt to articulate possible
approaches to urban reinvestment that would require local governments to join in a special partnership with business to maKe sucn
reinvestment realistically possible and to link these with efforts to place more of the minority unemployed in permanent job s?
And sh:>uld the business take a national policy position on these
matters, perhaps formulating recommendations of its own?
There are potentially significant developments that may improve the prospects for many currently distressed cities in the
1980s.

The suburban regional shopping center is no longer re-

garded as a prime investment opportunity and more diversified
downtown malls are drawing increased attention.

Central city

office and a&ninistrative functions are showing continuing

-

strength.
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Emphasis in encouraging new firm formations und er

federal tax laws may work in favor of urban locations because of
the many services such firms must purchase from outside.

Many of

the new childless households that will be formed in the 1980s may
also favor in-town neighborhoods over traditional suburban housing thus helping to improve the inner-city income mix and renovation of inner neighborhoods.

FISCAL DETERIORATION OF SOME OLDER CITIES
THE PROBLEM
Shifts in population and transformations in the urban economic base and soaring labor costs have also caused serious
deterioration in the fiscal health of a significant number of
cities in which insurance companies have major operations and
investments.

In general,

these cities have the following char-

acteristics:
•

They contain a substantial minority population;

•

They were once major manufacturing centers and are now
losing much of that sector;

•

They are "old" in terms of their commercial and residential structures; and

•

They are "land-locked" by incorporated jurisdictions and
are unable to annex new growth.

They are in fiscal trouble because:

(1) their economic base

and tax-paying population have been declining; (2)

their public

costs have escalated; (3) their tax system cannot adapt to the

- 10 changes taking place; and (4) often the q uality of their financial management has bordered on being disastrous.

During the

1970s, many such cities became dangerously addicted to fe d eral
aid which came to equal fr om half to 80 percent of the sums they
earned from local revenues.
In the 1980s, many of these cities will be more vulnerable
to default than they were in the 1970s.

Substantial retrenchment

in federal aid coupled with changes in the federal tax code will
cause major fiscal disruptions during the first half of the decade until the presumed benefits of improved national economic
growth begin.
THE RESPONSE
In the 1980s, the financial management of cities must be
drastically improved.

This will mean the imposition of national-

ly acceptable accounting standards in the public sector.

Major

improvements in the quality of city financial management offices
will also be required.
In the 1980s, states will also find it essential to modernize the taxing and spending auth:>rities of their cities.

Cities

are dependent primarily upon property taxes (61 percent), sales
and gross receipt taxes (22 percent), and other taxes primarily
on payrolls and utilities.
Investments and Operations
Insurance companies are important investors in municipal
borrowings.

This provides them with a vital self-interest in

ensuring sound municipal fiscal and financial management.

- 11 Civic and Philanthropic
Executive talent from a number of companies has been lent or
has volunteered to help improve the fiscal management of cities
in which they are headquartered.
Leadership
In the 1980s, should the business lend its financial support
to efforts now getting underway to establish rigorous and acceptable accounting standards for the public sector?

Should it take

a position on this matter before national and state legislatures
and other bodies?

And are there ways the business might lend its

own expertise to such a national effort?

CRIME AND VIOLENCE
THE PROBLEM
The large number of youth and young adults in the population
coupled with chronic minority unemployment and deteriorating
social institutions in many cities and an increasing number of
rural areas have produced increasing crimes against life and
property which themselves have been formidable obstacles to the
improvement of social and economic conditions.
Many other explanations have been offered for urban violence
in American cities , including the concentration of young, alienated minorities in inner- city areas;

the fai l ure of the criminal

justice system; inadequate education and 1-Dusing; and the lack of
sufficient recreation facilities .

- 12 While crimes against property, particularly arson, have
been a major focus of concern in the casualty insurance business,
crimes against life warrant equivalent attention from the life
and health insurance companies.

By the late 1970s,

20,000 murders per year (9 per 100,000).

there were

The murder rate in

cities of over 250,000 jumped 10 percent between 1978 and 1979
and 17 percent in cities of over 500,000 population.

Murder, ag-

gravated assault, rape and robbery in the cities deter reinvestment, demoralize employees and prevent solutions to minority unemployment in the inner neighborhoods.

This further erodes the

viability of past investments in these cities .
THE RESPONSE
Despite $4 billion in federal expenditures to assist local
law enforcement during the 1970s, no discernible improvement in
law enforcement can be detected .
During the 1970s , it often proved difficult for government,
private institutions and minority organizations to join in common
efforts to deal with this tragic problem because minority constituencies construed such efforts as essentially racist.

In the

1980s , more and more minority communities, as the major victims
of violent crime, are undertaking to deal with the problem in
the i r own neighborhoods.

In the 1980s ,

there is at least the

potential for bridging the gap between the minority and white
communities on this difficult issue because of the emerging common interest.

- 13 Investment and Operations
•

It is possible that companies might be able to review
major projects in which they are investing to determine
whether they are physically designed so that crimes are
deterred rather than encouraged.

Civic and Philanthropic
•

In the past , several companies initiated citizen-based
crime watch programs and financed citizen- crime studies.

•

Some companies also volunteered executive talent to help
reduce the case backlog i n juvenile courts or improve
court administration.

•

Several providej financial contributions and space to
train law enforcement officers.

Leadership
•

Early statistics from some areas of the country offer
some hope that crime watch and neighborhood watch programs are making a difference.

Perhaps , going beyond the

present Advertising Council program, a major public
education project to encourage such programs in all
communities should be considered.
•

Perhaps still more important,

there is the possibility

that in the 1980s, common cause among the business
community , minority organizations, government and the
criminal justice system could be made on this matter .
The prospect of such an agreement arises from the growing

- 14 concern in the minority community.

But its realization

will depend upon alleviating concern in the minority community over perceived racism and unfairness in our criminal justice system.

PUBLIC EDUCATION
THE PROBLEM
Despite efforts, including busing,
tegration in city schools,

to promote increased in-

the percentage of minority pupils in

the central school districts of the nation's 89 largest cities
increased appreciably during the 1970s.

Evidence is disputed

concerning whether busing accelerated enrollment decline in these
districts by encouraging "white flight", but the decline in
school enrollments over the past decade has been greater in the
inner city school districts than for the rest of the nation,
increasing the concentration of "educationally disadvantaged"
students in these scrools .

S t udents are leaving many of these

schools unable to read, write or do arithmetic at levels essential for participation in the labor force.

The educational

bureaucracy in many cities is demoralized and overburdened by
expectations that it can deal with all the consequences of social
deterioration in the urban world outside.
Facing the prospect of federal retrenchment and possibly
state retrenchment in compensatory educational aid, central city
districts and some poor rural school districts will face extreme

- 15 difficulty in dealing with disadvantaged pupils.

Up until the

early 1950s, central city school districts spent more for educational purposes than either suburban school districts or school
districts in the nation as a whole.

By 1967, central city school

districts were spending roughly 23 percent less per capita than
their suburban counterparts.
As the number of ed ucationally d isad vantaged pupils increases from five percent to 25 percent in a school district,
per-pupil expenditures for compensatory education rise from $45
per pupil to $200 per pupil.

Studies in a number of states have

found significant gains from such "compensatory" expenditures,
yet in one major industrial state compensatory funds were sufficient to enroll only four percent of the state's school children in compensatory reading and one half percent in mathematics.
THE RESPONSE
Dozens of examples have been identified of highly succe ssful
inner-city schools where rigorous discipline, demanding teaching
and competent administration are producing excellent students
with extraordinary capabilities out of very poor neighboorhoods.
In some cases, particularly where the schools are vocationa l
and technical, close cooperation with private firms makes training realistic and job placement much more probable.

In all

cases, there is strong neighborhood and parent support for the
school, its teachers and its administration.

The task in the

1980s is to encourage replication of these succes sas .

-
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Investments and Operations
•

A number of companies operate compensatory training pro grams of their own for their employees.

Civic and Philanthropic
•

A still larger number of companies have financially supported and lent executive talent to sch::>ol district at tempts to provide compensatory or special training for
educationally d isadvantaged students.

•

A few have supported major efforts to upgrade the educational system as a wh::> le.

Leadership
•

Should the business take up the task of publicizing nationally the story of successful i nner - city schools, and
in their home-office cities might each company encourage
replications of these successful experiences?

SOCIAL SERVICES
THE PROBLEM
Over the past several decades, an enormously complicated and
extraordinarily expensive series of federally-aided welfare and
s ocial service programs has evolved haphazardly.
Now the federal government is attempting to retrench in this
sector of the budget--the most rapidly growing over the past decade.

About 20 health programs have been collapsed into b l ock

- 17 grants to states and authorized expend itures cut b y 25 percent
(about $1 billio n over three years).

Medicaid payments to states

will be cut by $1 billion per year over the next three years and
Medicare cost-savings have also been authorized .

Housing allow-

ances for low-income renters and public housing have been cut by
40 percent.

Reductions of $1.5 billion or more were made in both

food stamp and child nutrition programs.

And Aid for Families

with Dependent Children was reduced by $1 billion with permission
for states to adopt "workfare" requirements.
THE RESPONSE
These cutbacks will undoubtedly g enerate n ew demand s on the
private sector, primarily on its contributions to United Funds.
In the past decade, many insurance companies have contributed significant sums to social service agencies in their home
cities.

One of the objectives of the $2 billion urban investment

program in the late 1960s and early 1970s was to help improve
social services in urban areas where large concentrations of the
poor e x isted.
There is some evidence in the 1981 Social Report of the Life
and Health Insurance business that more companies are making
their own decisions in allocating civic and philanthropic contributions and relying less on United Fund professionals for this
purpose.
Given the increase in demand for private contributions to
social services that can be expected in the face of federal retrenchment, slould the life and health insurance business take

- 18 the initiative in convening a private sector consortium to determine what realistic private res ponses might be made to these expected demands and hJw th:::>se responses can best be made?
As funding shifts from the national to the state level, how
can the insurance industry apply its management expertise and
long-standing state experience to assist state officials where
appropriate in designing effective and efficient mechanisms to
handle their new responsibilities (e.g., block grants) in the
provision of social services?
In several metropolitan areas new cooperative public / private
social service planning agencies are being established to identify social service priorities and ensure maximum effectiveness for

each dollar spent.

Is this an approach that the business , as a

major contributor, might encourage?

HEALTH
THE PROBLEM
National priorities in the health area have turned from
health care del i very to health care costs and preventive health.
The complex of facilities and services available to most .l\meri cans has grown throughJut the 1970s so that today attention is
focusing on effective management of the system .
But this shift in focus far from lessens the vital importance of this social area to all Amer i cans.

With federal expen-

d itures reduced in the 1980s, new pockets of need wil l arise.
Resources of expertise and ingenuity will be required to maintain

- 19 this nation's high standard of health care in the context o f ris ing costs of services,

facilities and equipme nt.

THE RESPONSE
This issue is of obvious i mportance to the life and health
insurance business which has for years worked internally and with
other e lements in health care de livery on public needs in this
area.

Leadership by this business will be expected from all

sides in the 1980s as the federal government continues to look
for private sector responses.
The Administration's high priority in this field is health
education and promotion.

The life and health insurance

busi~ess

is already deep ly involved here, with the Lifecycle Preve ntive
Health Services Study, now in its second year,

the current empha-

sis of the HIAA's communication program on t h is fr on t, and the
emerging smoking cessation project with group policyholders.
More focus on worksite prevention programs is ind icated.
Additional efforts to prove the efficiency of voluntary control and monitoring in the difficult area of costs and delivery
are necessary.

More than with most other social areas,

the pres-

ent public approval for the private sector in health care, instead of government programs and regulations, will no t survive
any perceived reduction in services or spiralling costs.

-
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WORK FORCE TRENDS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
THE PROBLEM
In a decade when the rate of growth in the labor force will
be very high, the national economy may be hard pressed to absorb
all the new entrants.

This will compound the unemployment prob-

lems of the unskilled.
The 1980s, if the recent federal tax bill is a bellwether,
will be a decade in which increased proportions of investment
capital will be encouraged to flow into the modernization of the
nation's industrial economy.

Modernization will, by definition,

displace some existing jobs in the interest of increased productivity.

The nation will face a seemingly paradoxical issue:

while many workers and . unskilled unemployed will be deeply concerned about the loss of their existing jobs, industry will find
the skilled labor it needs in short supply.

The character and

quality of the national labor force could well prove to be a significant bottleneck to economic renewal.

And in the naxt decade,

as the number of new labor force entrants falls off, entry level
labor shortages will begin to occur making modernization in the
1980s s til 1 more important for the long· run.
THE RESPONSE
The Business Roundtable has already urged a national policy
to deal with "a growing imbalance between the supply of workers
and the skills demanded."
industrial sector alone.

These imbalances do not apply to the
Employment in the service industries,

- 21 such as insurance, account for most of the job growth in the
economy.

Entry level jobs in many of the services require higher

math and communications skills, yet the schools have been doing
poorly,

though some indications of improvement are emerging.

The life and health insurance business shares with all other
segments of the private sector a vital interest in promoting more
effective dove- tailing between the nation ' s educational and
training systems and the rea l demands of the emerging labor market.

National policies that facilitate the re-trainin9 of work-

ers with obsolete skills are of equal importance.
Should the business, perhaps in league with other businesses , attempt to promote and define the more effective approaches
to training and job placement required?

INFLATION , THE ELDERLY AND EMERGING SOCIAL ISSUES
THE PROBLEM
The post- World War II "baby boom" has posed many social
challenges in the past and wi l l continue to do so in the future.
In the 1980s,

the young adults of that generation will face acute

competition in finding a job and in finding housing.
century,

In the next

this same generation poses special challenges to the in-

tegrity and financing of our social security and retirement systems.
Declining mortality rates reinforce the " aging " of the American popoulation that will begin in this decade as the decline of

-
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birth rates since 1960 makes itself felt.

The proportion of the

elderly in our population will double over the next 40 years.
And the difficulties these demographic changes pose have
been seriously compounded by protractej high rates of inflation
which have undermined many of our basic systems for protecting
individuals:

social security,

pensions and insurance.

It is

diverting capital investment away from productive plant , housing,
and public facilities.

Its most serious human consequences are

felt by the poor and elderly on fixed incomes.

Reducing the rate

of inflation has become the nation's top-ranking domestic priority.
THE RESPONSE
The Administration has focused most of its initial attention
upon reducing the claims that the federal government makes on
capital markets to finance its debt .
The insurance business is already engaged in an advertising
campaign aimed at educating the public on practical ways to reduce the effects of inflati on.
But as the leading repository of expertise in actuarial
science should the business be assuming a leadership role in
helping the nation think through the re-planning and reform of
its retirement and social security s ystems in the light of both
demographic change and the ravages of inflation?
There are many public retirement systems that were established on "pay as you go" rather than actuarial principles that

-
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are now dangerously underfunded and in jeopardy.

Should the bus -

iness take the lead in conceiving practical solutions t o the
problems of these systems?
And in the battle against inflation, should the business
shift more of its attention to areas where major potential reductions in inflation-inducing costs might be realized?

Reducing

government-induced delays in construction or encouraging the application of cost-effective measures by means of which households and communities might reduce their energy costs are two
possibilities that come immediately t o mind.

HOUSING
THE PROBLEM
By the end of the decade ,

there wil l be 100 million house -

holds in Amer ica--17 million more than in 1990 and 50 percent
more than in 1970.

The prime home-buying age group will make up

13 percent more of the nation ' s households in the 1980s than in
the 19 70s.
Yet inflation has seriously jeopardized the nation's ability
to meet these needs at a time of such high rates of d emand .

In

1970, almost half of all American families could afford a medianpriced , single f amily rome.

Today less than one-fourth can and

most homebuilders have found it necessary t o avoid the markets
for median- and moderate -income families .

Yet from 1973 to 1977,

one out of every 16 rental units disappeared , including 2.5 percent of rentals occupied by black Americans.

-
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The new ho use holds that have been emerging are far more diverse in character than the households of previous decades, require less space (bec a use they are made up of fewer individuals),
and choose more var ied locations than the previous generations:
in-town neighborhoods and small towns as well as suburbs.

Of the

17 million households that will be formed in the 1980s, slightly
over half will be comprised of singles or unrelated persons.
Over one-fifth will be one-parent families and only a little over
one-fourth will be married couples .
THE RESPONSE
•

With the new flexibility allowed in home financing including the emergence of variable rate mo rtgages ,

the

insurance business might find it feasible once again to
become a major "wholesale" factor in the financing of
housing.
The business might consider joining other private sector organizations in promoting more affordable housing to match the
more diverse tastes of today's households.

A ma jor impediment to

providing 9 reater diversi ty is the mismatch between what state
and local regulations require in land use and housing and what
many American householders in the 1980s want, can afford and wil l
accept.

Most state and local requirements were drafted in the

1950s and required substantial updating.
One homebuilder's survey has fo und that government procedures adopted since 1970 have added $3,320 in additional costs to

-

a $40,000 house.
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Other surveys have found they contribute 15 to

20 percent in added costs.
By joining in a consortium or partnership for affordable
housing with other private and public organizations,

the life and

health insurance business might be able to make a significant
contribution in the battle against inflation and in helping to
meet a basic social need--housing--as well.

DECAYING COMMUNITY FACILITIES
THE PROBLEM
The need for increased investment in the nation's industrial
plant has been openly argued for several years and actions have
been taken on several fronts to stimulate it , but the equally important investments that must be made in modernizing and maintaining the public infrastructure that underpins the industrial
economy has received scant attention.

Retrenchments in public

budgets will make matters worse during the 1980s.
This jeopardizes not only t he health and safety of citizens,
but the integrity of private investments as well.

The problem is

likely to emerge as a major nat i onal concern by mid-decade.
THE RESPONSE
3usiness depends on the public utilities anj transp::>rt systerns to function.

Local business leadership is already aroused

over this problem in cities across the country, but private leadership at the national level is still lacking.

Is this a matter
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warranting leadership from the business in cooperation with
others?

CONCLUSION
In addition to the challenging and complex issues raised
above,

there are other concerns in American society which should

not be ignored.

Equal employment opportunity for all,

ing needs of women in the workplace,

the chang-

the quality of the physical

environment, and the question of support for arts and cultural
endeavors are just a few examples of important issues to be addressed in the 1980s.
No calculus exists for determining the priority order in
which the issues of this paper should be considered.

The follow-

ing seven problems, however, evoked considerable discussion during its preparation and we conclude with a brief restatement of
these.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
The Hard-to-Employ and Minority Unemployment
Should business accept the critical needs of the hari- toemploy as its primary social challenge?
What form should the private response take?
Increasing Concentration of Poverty In Cities
How can the private sector better coordinate economic development projects with jobs targeted to unemployed inner-city minorities?

-
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Fiscal Deterioration of Some Older Cities
In the 1980s, should the business assist efforts now underway to establish rigorous and acceptable accounting standa.rds for
the public sector?
Crime & Violence
Should the companies review major projects in which they are
investing to determine whether they are physically designed to
deter crimes?
Deterioration in Public Schools
Should the companies assume the responsibility of
publicizing nationally and locally the story of successful
inner-city sc h:Jols in order to encourage replication of these
experiences?
Social Services
Should the business take the initiative in convening a
private sector conference to determine what realistic private
responses might be made to increasing demands for financial
support from community and social services?
As funding shifts from the national to the state level, how
can the insurance industry apply its management expertise and
long-standing state experience to assist state officials where
appropriate in designing effective and efficient mechanisms to
handle their new responsibilities (e.g., block grants) in the
provision of social services?

-
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Housing
Should the business join other private sector organizations
in promoting more affordable housing to match the more diverse
tastes of todays' households?

)

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IN THE igsos:
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IN THE 1980s:
THE CHALLENGE TO THE LIFE AND HEALTH INSURANCE BUSINESS
During the past decade, insurance companies have expanded
their commitment to help find solutions to the serious economic
and social problems facing the country.

At the national level,

this has involved efforts t o shape a consensus through the promotion of federal policies and legislation.
this support has taken several forms:

At the local level,

an array of leadership ac-

tivities by senior managers; below market loans; direct investments; and loaned personnel.

The Clearinghouse has provided

leadership on both le vels.
In recent years, public/private sector cooperation has been
r

)

especially sought in finding solutions.

The more successful of

these efforts have involved bus iness in non-traditional roles.
This period has witnessed a dramatic increase and diversification
in the availability of public incentives for such private sector
activities.

Federal programs such as the Urban Development Ac-

tion Grant (UDAG) and Community Development Block Grant Program
(CDBG) of HUD; the Economic Development Administration (EDA) of
Commerce; and the Private Sector Initiative Program (PSIP) of
Labor which seeks to place the disadvantaged in private jobs,
have all encouraged private sector participation in activities
which bene fit individual communities.

In addition, many states

and localities have developed innovati ve new financing mechanisms
authorized to issue tax exempt bonds in support of development
activities.
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Although companies in industries other than insurance have
participated in such development activities, insurance companies
in the main assumed a leadership role in fashioning a private
sector response to the varied needs of l ocalities across the
country.

Much of this recent activity has resulted from a meet-

ing of life insurance chief executive officers ten years ago.
The tenth anniversary of those deliberations occurs at a
time when new national pr iorities and approaches are changing the
~ix

of alliances and practices of the past decade.

The Reagan

A&ninis tra t ion's commitment to a new d irect ion will afford fewer
federal incentives in support of local problem solving.

Many

federal programs developed during the past ten years will rapidly
shrink and in some instances, disappear, during the next ten
years.

The 1982 budget reduces outlays for UDAG, CDBG and EDA,

and provides roughly level funding for the Department of Labor's
private sector incentive program.

Projections for subsequent

budget years are for further deep cuts in these and o ther federal
programs.
The challenge confronting the insurance industry is to continue to provide leadership during this transition.

There is

legitimate concern in all sectors -- government , corporate, labor
and non-profit -- that much of the progress made dur ing the pas t
ten years to stimulate an atmosphere in which social and economic
development can t ake place will be jeopardized by this abrupt reversal of federal policy.
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The disadvantaged , minorities, women and the disabled all
continue to have a heavy claim on our society for assistance and
redress .

The tempting alternative to the federal spigot is the

private spigot, giving rise to unrealistic expectations that
somehow the private sector will fill the gap created by budgetary
redu c tions.

The implications for business are di scomforting.

To meet this challenge, the insurance industry must use its
experience to encourage increased participation by other industries and to promote the use of those models of pub lic /pr i va te
cooperation t hat have proven their wort h.

This will require more

empha sis on the development of national and local initiatives de signed to solve the serious problems facing the c oun try and not
just in traditional areas affec ting business .
The accompanying paper "From the 1970s to the 1980s:

Public

Problems and Private Responses " sets out, in out line form , s ome
of the

~ore

serious problems which confront us now and which seem

likely to continue through the decade.
Successful problem solving will continue t o require the ac tive participation and suppor t o f sectors other than bus ines s and
government.

Labor and the non-profit sector must be given oppor-

tunities to par tic ipate fu lly in these activities .

Bo th have a

stak e in the solution of se rio us social problems and, in their
own way, can be instrumental in helping business and government
develop solutions to specific problems .
The challenge for the insurance industry,
\

therefore , is to

adapt t o the inevitable changes in all local env ironments created

-
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importance of the key ingredients of the Clearinghouse -- CEOlevel

Co~~ittee

direction and a small, dedicated professional

staff -- might well demonstrate to other industries the feasibility of similar programs.
The larger business community is becoming increasingly aware
of its role in setting national priorities.

The Business Round-

table joined with the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM)
late in 1980 to produce a statement on corporate philanthrophy.
That statement was distributed by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce as
well as by the Roundtable and NAM.

Currently, both the Round-

table and the American Business Conference are developing policy
statements on the subject of corporate social responsibility.
Further, at least one other industry group,
Association,

the American Bankers

has created a staff unit with Board support to pro-

mote industrywide participation in efforts to solve social and
economic problems.
These major business sector initiatives, when viewed in the
context of an anticipated increase in pressure by the current
Administration to have localities develop the resources to solve
their own problems, provide the insurance industry opportunities
for encouraging increased private sector _p3.rticipation.

Given

this new environment, it may be timely for ACLI and HIAA to work
actively with other industry associations.

The role of industry

associations in this effort is critical because they are in contact with most of the companies that must eventually participate
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in problem solving efforts.

To the extent pos sib le , representa-

tives o f indu stry associations should be encouraged to share information (including "how t o " materials) and to meet regul.arly
for purposes of identifying opportunities to collaborate.

They

also should be encouraged to develop relationships with major
national non-profit organizations as well as associations which
represent municipal, county and state governments.

Efforts to

promote broader business involvement through industry
associations and other business organizations should have the
full support of the Boards of ACLI and HIAA, and the Committee on
Corporate Social Responsibility of the ALCI/HIAA.
2.

Public/Private Partnerships
The insurance ind ustry is ideally positioned to continue to

use its long experience in developing public / private partnerships
to promote the expa.nsion of this form of cooperati ve activity.
The ability of insurance companies to support innovative financial mechanisms provides a u n ique opportunity to leverage industry resources to gain broade r

priv~te

part icipation and an in-

creased level of commitment from the public sector.
There are enough examples of public/private cooperation redounding to the public good to confirm the utility of this cooperative approach.

Irrespective of whe ther such collaborative

efforts originate at the national or local level,

they represent

a useful approach for leveraging private resources, perhaps especially at the local level.

- 7 Experience shows that good models can be replicated in many
d iffere nt settings.

For example,

the

~eighborhood

Housing Ser-

vices program which originated in Pittsburgh through the combined
efforts of the business community and neighborhood groups with
the support of the Ford Foundation, has been replicated in more
than 100 cities across the country.

This program, which was

created for the purpose of stabilizing declining neighborhoods,
owes its success to the use in each of the participating cities
of a common model which calls for the collaboration of the private sector, principal financial institutions, local government,
residents and neighborhood organizations.
Although Neighborhood Housing Services has focused primarily
on residential properties, a new array of public / private partnerships has been created in recent years to undertake commercial
redevelopment through the UDAG program.

Once again, although the

pro jects and f)3.rticipants vary fr om city to city,

the key ingre-

dient -- public/private sector collaboration -- has been common
to all

UDA~-supported

efforts.

Two new public/private partnerships have begun to take
shape.

Title VII of the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Ac t of 1978 authorized the creation in localities across the
country of Private Ind ustry Councils to administer Department of
Labor funds for the purpose of creating private sector job opportunities for the disadvantaged.

This program represents the

first opportu nity for the private sector to supplant the public
sector in local manpower and training programs.

Although early

- 8 results have been uneven,

there is a clear connection between

program success and a high level of interest and participation by
Where business leaders have participated in

the private sector.

the program, success has been achieved.

Where participation has

been delegated to lower level managers, results have been spotty .
The Local Initiatives Support Center (LISC) is an effort to
leverage corporate and foundation money managed by this national
non-profit organization to increase the level of local private
support available to neighboorhood organizations for community
development purposes.
ceive public money,

Because many of these organizations re-

in most instances LISC's grants help to

strengthen public/private cooperation.

' J

The much publicized concept of Enterprise Zones presents
still another promising opportunity for public/private sector
collaboration.

Although this approach has been criticized in

sorae quarters and has yet to win formal legislative endorsement,
it underscores the need for closer cooperation between government
and business in revitalizing local economies.
There are many e x amples 0£ individual companies reaching
out to the other sectors for t he purpose of addressing community
needs.

These emphasize the importance of individual company ini-

tiatives, irrespective of company size, in local problem solving.
These initiatives may be carried out by a single company in collaboration with one or more other sectors, such as when one small
Connecticut life insurer established an employee skills bank and

-
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invited non-profit corporations in the community to use the collective skills of its personnel to deal with managerial, accounting and other administrative problems; or by a group of companies
working together, such as occurred in Hartford and New York when
insurance company executives took the lead in coordinating the
resources of the larger business community t o help government improve its management systems.
3.

The Management of Corporate Social Responsibility Activities
Companies incre asingly conduct much or all of their Corpo-

rate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities from a designated
department.

The location of this function,

the scope of its

duties and its ability to influence company thinking, however,
can vary widely from firm to firm.
CSR program development in some companies is also supplemented by the existence o f board committees and indi v iduals within the company with particu l ar expertise in social problems.
Three iss ue s , irrespective of company size, appear to dominate
the organizational structure of CSR efforts:

the r o le of the

chief executive officer, the locus and operation of the CSR function and the use of board committees.

Th ese issues are t aken in

turn:
The role of the chief executive officer .

The prepo nderance

of the evidence now in hand and the virtual unanimity of current
opin ion emphasi zes that an ac tive CEO is cr itical to the success
o f any CSR program.

The CEO comes into play not only in estab-

lishing the organizational structure for CSR activities within

- 10 the company but also in setting goals and expressing the commitment of the company to the fulfillment of these goals.
Insurance company officers and CSR specialists repeated ly
stress that the CEO is critical in determining whether a company's CSR operation is managed as a line function or simply as a
nonessential "extra."
Notwithstanding this apparent consensus,

there seems to be

no hard and fast rule as to how a CEO should go about developing
his company's CSR program.

In some instances the CEO commissions

outside professional resources; in most cases the program, under
his direction, is forged by readily available company talent.

In

some companies the CEO has announced the company's goals and commitments; in other cases, he has been content to allow them to

'J

develop over time.
While the pattern of CEO involv ement is hig hly variable,
there is no ambiguity as to the crucial nature of his role.
The locus and

operat~on

of the CSR function.

There are wide

differences of opinion- as to where the CSR function should be located within the company organization.

Althoug h s ome companies

still locate this fu nc tion. within the public relations department, a growing number separate the two, so t ha t CSR priorities
cannot be confused with public relations
In some companies, CSR personnel

pr~orities.

are regularly assigned

o ther line functions, such as government relations,

foll owing a

conscious company policy to bring the CSR function more into the
mainstream of regular operations.

This CSR-government relations

-
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combinat i on is felt to be especiall y appropriate, since the CSR
staff and gove rnment relations specialists are one and the same
in this impo rtant area of external relatio n s hips .

An

important

issue in CSR ope rations concerns the d ivisio n of res ponsibility,
and the modes of communication, between the CSR office and o ther
company departments.

While many patterns are cu rren tly extan t

a nd apparently working well,
ma tter:

there is widespread agreement on one

the CSR function should ha ve its own area of operation,

but t o be effective the CSR o ffi ce mus t be afforded the widest
possible means o f communication bo th ho riz ontally wi t h o ther
depa rtmen ts and vertically with the CEO .

Failure to facilitate

both the horizontal and the vertical communications channels can
vitiate the e ffectiv eness of the CSR function.

Some companies

have already impleme nted a n internal social performance mechanism, using traditional as wel l as new management techniques .
CSR specialists emphasize that their jobs requ i re much experie nce.

Such specialists ofte n spend considerable time getting

to know neighborh::>ods and the intricacies of l o cal leadership,
local eco nomies and the barriers to l ocal progres s.

In one com-

pany , the director o f the office of CSR prides himself on the
fact that his staff are accept ed by some of the local youth
gangs .

In companies where CSR specialists work on social invest-

men t opportunities, they must become familiar with the increas ingly sophisticated techniques of r isk assessment.

What this

mea ns is that CSR hiring and program deve l opmen t must be

- 12 conducted in the same professional way as in other company departments.
Board committees.

Board committees on social respons.ibility

are common but have not been uni versa lly adopted.

Whether they

are used appears to be more the result of the management style of
the CEO than of objective criteria.

Those who argue for board

committees assert that board involvement gives a higher profile
to the company's CSR activities, that it helps organize social
priorities on a companywide level, and that it gives an institutional momentum which is useful during changes in senior c ompany
personne l.
Board committees exercise varying degrees o f responsibility.
In some companies the responsibility is narrow, as when the committee serv es as the board of trustees of the c ompany foundation.
In other companies,

the board CSR committee serves as the focal

point for all socially responsib le activities, including investments, public relations and customer services.

Expe rience to

date suggests no magic formula i n this regard.
4.

Social Investments - Experience to Date
The experience of the $2 billion urban

invest~ent

program of

the life insurance business during the y ears 1967-72 continues to
c o lor the attitudes of many executives.

Some insurance companies

with acti ve community programs still shy away fr om identifying
socially d esirable investments.

Other executives assert that

v irtually every company investment is socially desirable, in that
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it helps provide jobs and thus improves standards of living.
Still others attempt , on the basis of elaborate formulas,
factor social criteria into their investment decisions.

to
This

range of opinion raises a number of management issues.
The first is a basic one of definition.

What is a socially

desirable investment?

The overriding criterion of the 1967-72

experience continues.

A social investment must be one which , be-

cause of its location or risk, would not ordinarily be financed
under normal lending practices.
finition continue.

Yet problems of applying the de-

Social investments generally require greater

amounts of expert time both in original assessment and in the
follow-through.

,,

And they often require some interest give- up,

considering the risk factors involved.

Programs of social in-

vestment have never been easy to administer .
A different category of social investment might be called
"negative investment", i . e., a decision not to invest in certain
firms which allegedly engage in socially undesirable behavior.
Again , there are important questions of definition.

Many company

heads believe it is presumptuous to judge which firms are engaged
in socially undesirable operations.

On the other hand, some ap-

ply their own standards, which may be at variance with the standards of others, thus raising difficult public relations problems .
A second management issue centers around the relationship of
CSR and social investments .
'\

Some companies identify CSR with

social investments and separate CSR investments from conventional

-

ones.
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Others emphasize that the investment depar t men t must nego-

tiate and administer "socially responsible" investments, and that
the function of the CSR office is only to develop policy and
identify investment opportunities.

In some cases,

the CSR office

coordinates company investments with a grant, so that a marginal
situation can be structured to yield a higher rate of return .
A third issue relates to the involvement of investment department personnel in CSR activities, which are outside their
traditional function and training.
companies today,

In the experience of many

the differences in approach between CSR person-

nel and investment o fficers are frequently raised as a reason for
not engaging in broader programs of social investments.
this is a sensitive management problem.

Clearly

Those companies which

appear to have resolved it have either separated the social investment from the conventional investment fun c tion, or have made
ex traord inary efforts to rega rd most inv estments as carrying important social considerations along with the economic ones.
These l atter companies share one chara cteristic:

the CEO is

deeply involved in the company's CSR program.
5.

Contributions of Money and Time
Although virtually all insurance companies have active con-

tributions programs , such programs are administered differently
and follow diffe r ent standards.

The most widespread type of pro-

gram utilizes a contributions committee of senior executives who
sift requests from local and national organizations.
\

er companies especially,

i\mong larg-

the company contributions program often
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involves a foundation with a separate board of directors, lengthy
guidelines and a budget geared to some measure of c ompany earnings.
Whatever the mechanism for allocating funds,
pear cumbersome in operation.

they o ften ap-

They are, however, considered to

be essential for conducting organized, well-managed contributions
progra ms.

Failures are not uncommon:

programs sometimes fall

prey to low-priority requests for grants, and thus fall short of
accomplishing the goals which the company had set in establishing
a contributions budget.
Another problem in current experience with contributions is
the need to reappraise a company's giving program in the light of
present and future priorities.

A contributions budget represents

an opportunity to make an impact on the local or national community in areas which a company's investment might not reach.

Many

companies now donate to causas which they have identified and dev eloped through their own staff work rather than through the more
traditional priorities as established by United way campaigns or
other community-based fund-raising drives.
At the least, the Reagan budget cuts will place immediate
and severe pressure on corporate contributions programs, and test
the viability of those programs in the face of a rapid change in
the financial condition of the arts, of research and of many previously federally funded community projects.

The cuts will call

into question the adequacy of company contributio ns budgets and
even the priorities which may have seemed realistic a short time

ago.
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An immediate issue for the company CEO is to recognize this

changed state of affairs and develop an appropriate response.
As with

mon~y,

member companies have traditionally continued

the services of their employees and executives to a large variety
of community concerns, and almost without exception have encouraged employees to be active volunteers in their communities.
today's climate,

In

this will become an increasingly important man-

agement issue in setting guidelines for supervisors in granting
time off to employees, and in assessing the manpower implications
of other CSR activities.
Of perhaps greater consequence to a company is the "hidden"
volun tarism which comes as the result of other activities.

For

example, one company recently joined several others in financing
the redevelopment of a - deteriorating urban neighborhood and soon
found that the primary bu rden was not financial, but was the
claims on employee time in order to keep t he project managed
properly.

This was not a case,

the company oiscovered, of a

non-viable project, but simply one of under-estimating the amount
of time and managerial expertise. it takes to run such a redevelopment.
As companies find themselves wanting to give more focus to
other CSR efforts,

they may give thought to placing more emphasis

on their voluntar ism efforts.

This could involve developing more

clearly defined policies, and even making known to company employees the areas where the company belives the most i mportant
community priorities lie.

-
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Recommendations and Questions for the Conference
The experience of the insurance industry ove r
cade demonstrates that private sector support,

the past de -

including indi-

vidual company and industry association participation, CEO involvement and professional staffing, is essential in attacking
serious social and economic problems.
Despite this record,

the accomplishments of the industry

should now be viewed only as a beginning.

Many problems remain.

Many new ones have emerged which will require even greater· leadership, ingenuity and collaboration with other sectors by business if they are to be solved.

The need for public/private

initiatives broadly supported by the private sector is also
increased by the planned reductions in federal spending.
Among others,

this paper recommends that the Conference ad-

dress these questions:
1.

How can member companies best manage corporate social re-

sponsibility activities?
area?
py.)
mined?

Hhat is the company's purpose in this

(e.g., self-interest, corporate c itizenship, philanthroHow are corporate social responsibility objec ti ves deterWhat should be the respective roles of the chief execu-

tive officer, board of directors, company officers?
most effective organizational structures?

What are the

What are the special

opportunities for medium-size and smaller companies?
consortiums or other coordinative arrangements.)

(Examples:

What are the

special responsibilities of management in the area of equal employment opportunity?

-

2.
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What are the current opportunities f o r s o cial investments?

How are social investments defined?
in making social investments?
contributions?

What factors are co nsidered

Are social investments related to

How are these in v estments implemented within the

investment department and the overall corporate structure?

As

our society continues to move into the post-industrial era, what
priorities will be called for?

(Examples:

housing, health, ur-

ban revitalization, economic development, minority and women's
enterprises and institutions , social service facilities, energy
development.)
3.

How can the impact of company contrib utions o f money and

time be maximized?

)

How are contributions policies most effec-

tively made, budgets allocated, priorities estab lished and
monitored?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of corpo-

rate foundations, Clifford Trusts, and corpo rate contrib u tions
budgets, given the changing social and political environment and
pressures?

~ow

can the goal of increased giving be realized?

How will new federal tax laws impa ct on contributions programs?
What future possibilities exist for voluntarism?
Loaned personnel?
4.

Released time?

Other mechanisms?

What are the possibilities for new and expanded public /

private and non-profit sector partnerships?
partnerships are most viable?

What types of such

What new alliances are called for?

Should these partnerships be used in the political process to
influence decision-making?

How might public / private resources b e

- 19 used for policy analyses and public statements?

What are the

insurance industry's opportunities to leverage its resources to
gain greater participation and an increased level of commitment
from the public sector?
5.

How can the life and health insurance industry serve as

catalyst for expanded involvement by other parts of the private
sector?

What sh:>uld our role be within the private sector to

initiate, innovate and to dessiminate7

Can the Clearinghouse as

presently organized carry out an enlarged mission?

Should the

Clearinghouse's charter and name be changed to reflect the new
thrust and responsibilities?

What uses should be made of the In-

dus trywide Network for Social, u·rban and Rural Efforts (INSURE),
the 50l(c)(3) corporation established with broad purposes last
year to oversee the Lifecycle Project?
We must not address such questions to soothe the individual
or collective conscience. With the new socio-economic climate the
private sector cannot replace dollar-for-dollar the money being
withdrawn by the federal government.

We must find ways to

utilize our resources so as to assure the continuation of the
kinds of efforts which heretofore have been encouraged by the
private sector with the support of federal assistance.
Public problems cannot be left to government alone.
responses are required.

Private

As the accompanying paper suggests, so-

ciety is looking to the private sector for help.

Our business

must seize this opportunity in the national interest -- and our
own.

